
“Mass VIII Epistle – Word of the Lord” by Leonard Bernstein 
A Reflection on the Authority of the Word 

 
Hello Everyone ! 
Here’s a little extra for your un-easy listening. 
 
Lyrics: https://genius.com/Leonard-bernstein-viii-epistle-the-word-of-the-lord-lyrics 
Recording: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1gWUKnfUBg  

 
For the dedication of the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 
Washington, DC, Leonard Bernstein wrote/composed a work named 
“Mass.” He binds together a powerful challenge engaging his Jewish 
prayer tradition, John Kennedy’s Catholic tradition and the Social 
Upheaval of the 1960s. He calls the world, especially “the big men of 
power,” to be ware of how transitory “their power” is.  
 
This selection in Lyric and recorded performance is from the Liturgy of 
the Word. It takes the Word into a Reflection on Life. Bernstein 
interfaces the Word’s living tradition (echoing the writings of Paul) with 
the questions of his time. 
 
Equally based in the struggles of the Vietnam “Police Action,” the powerful movement of Civil Disobedience in 
the US and Europe of that time, challenging a conversion of heart of corporate greed and the consistent 
conscience of racial inequities, Bernstein brings the Gospel message to task us toward transformation. What 
would be similar movements, social issues or world events that could be reflected in this work today? 
 
I offer this for a time of personal prayer and reflection in a modified version of “Lectio Divino” (Divine Reading: 
allowing the Word to break into the meditator’s consciousness). 

  Listen to the recording while reading the lyrics. Cry if it moves your compassionate conscience. Own 
the anger if it touches your wound of social conscience. Wonder, question and define what it offends of 
your world view.  

 Then, read the lyrics outload to yourself (or with another) and identify the “touch moments” in word or 
phrase. Again, identify what part of your spiritual and social conscience/consciousness is touched. Let 
the movement be with you for a moment. Sit with it in quiet. Allow the sense to reveal to you what is 
taking place. 

 Finally, listen to recording again. How does the musical “telling” give impact to your “moments” in the 
text? 

 
And! Above all, enjoy the moment with such an artist! 
 
Be Peace! 
fr Charles, your lesser brother 
 
Here’s the entire work: 
Lyrics: https://genius.com/albums/Leonard-bernstein/Bernstein-mass  
Entire 1971 Original Recording 1:44:00: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PamsSaaDn_w  
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